This publication is 2 catalogs in one!

Summer Spirits Sale
July 27th • August 13th

Up to 30% OFF your favorite spirits.

Surdyk’s Liquor & Cheese Shop
Keeping you in good spirits since 1934

612-379-3232 www.surdyks.com
East Hennepin & University Avenue
in NE Minneapolis

Complete directions available at www.surdyks.com
**IRISH WHISKEY**

**Clontarf Black Label** 16787
Velvety-soft, cream toffee nose; lush, full-textured toffee-sweet taste; lingering subtle vanilla finish with intriguing spice. Enjoy straight, but mixes well.
Compare at 19.99 ................................. Sale $15.79  

**Tullamore Dew** 40295
The lightest of Irish whiskies. Triple distilled in copper pot stills and aging in premium oak sherry casks.
Compare at 24.99 ................................. Sale $18.99  

**The Knot** 105496
Beautiful reddish bronze color with flavors of caramel, malt and subtle oak. The Knot is intended to be enjoyed straight.
Compare at 27.99 ................................. Sale $21.99  

**Bushmills Black Bush** 36780
A single malt whiskey matured in Oloroso Sherry casks then blended with delicate grain whiskey to give it its intriguing flavor.
Compare at 32.99 ................................. Sale $21.99  

**Teeling Irish Whiskey** 107512
A delicious small-batch blend with a very high malt content, matured in rum casks for added spice.
Compare at 34.99 ................................. Sale $26.99  

**Jameson Select Reserve Black Barrel Irish Whiskey** 105862
The sherry casks impart subtly sweet flavors of roasted almonds, beautifully balanced by notes of vanilla, toasted wood and peppery spice from the bourbon barrels.
Compare at 36.99 ................................. Sale $28.79  

**Knappogue Castle Single Malt** 95222
Distilled in traditional copper pot stills and then carefully aged in oak casks.
Compare at 37.99 ................................. Sale $31.49  

**Writer’s Tears** 109670
A blend of pot still malted and unmalted barley, triple distilled and matured in American bourbon casks, it’s smooth with bourbon notes on a bed of malt.
Compare at 42.99 ................................. Sale $34.99  

**Malibu Flavored Rums (Liters)**
Discover the Caribbean’s finest. Choose from Original (14191), Banana (23236), Pineapple (12597), Passion Fruit (13888), Mango (12596) or Cranberry-Cherry (101818).
Compare at 17.99 ................................. Sale $13.99  

**Plantation Rum 5yr. Rum** 101647
Unusually rich flavor and complexity, perfect for sipping neat or on the rocks.
Compare at 21.99 ................................. Sale $17.29  

**Myers’s Original Dark Rum (LITER)** 44891
Number one premium imported dark rum in America. A dark, richer tasting rum with a superb, authentic Jamaican character.
Compare at 22.49 ................................. Sale $19.29  

**The Kraken Black Spiced Rum** (1.75 LITER) 24641
A strong, rich, dark, smooth rum. Release the beast!
Compare at 25.99 ................................. Sale $21.29  

**11 Wells Maelstrom Rum** LOCAL 108203
Distilled from dehydrated sugar cane juice creating an Agricole style rum reminiscent of the tropics. Compare at 29.99 .................................. Sale $21.99  

**Zaya 12 yr. Rum** 10278
Matured in oak barriques for 12 years. Smooth and deep with hedonistic textures, aromas and a seamless finish.
Compare at 29.99 ................................. Sale $22.99  

**Ålander Spiced Rum** LOCAL 109699
Made in small batches from domestically sourced Demerara and Turbinado sugar and spices are infused by hand creating a real depth of flavor and character.
Compare at 32.99 ................................. Sale $23.99  

---

**RUM**

**Gosling’s Black Seal Rum** 95322
Deep, assertive and highly flavored. Very fragrant with herbal sharpness. At the finish there is softness and elegance.
Compare at 17.99 ................................. Sale $14.29  

**Brugal Añejo Rum** 66381
Flavors of caramel, molasses, dark honey and bittersweet chocolate combine in a harmonious way.
Compare at 18.99 ................................. Sale $15.79  

**Sailor Jerry Spiced Rum (LITER)** 16405
Refreshing, slightly sweet with cherry, cinnamon and nutmeg flavors.
Compare at 18.99 ................................. Sale $15.99  

**Cruzan Rums (1.75 LITER)**
Enjoy the taste of the tropics! Choose from Silver (11069), Gold (12297) or ‘9 Spiced (100424).
Compare at 21.99 ................................. Sale $15.99  

**Appleton Estate Signature Blend Jamaican Rum** 44636
Chestnut, orange glow. Full body, medium sweetness. Reminiscent of baked pie, pecan, fig and orange. Soft, creamy, flavorful and mellow finish.
Compare at 20.99 ................................. Sale $16.29  

---

**Summertime Sale**
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**ALL SIZES 750ML UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. SAVE TIME...ORDER ONLINE AT SURDYKS.COM**

**HUNDREDS MORE SALE ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLINE.**
**Norseman Rum** _LOCAL_ 107358
Distilled from pure 100% Organic Panela, a raw unrefined sugar and aged in used bourbon barrels for a sweet, yet smooth as silk taste with a warm finish.
Compare at 31.99  
**Sale $23.99**

**Kirk and Sweeney 18yr Rum** 109067
A deep vanilla flavor, followed by dried fruits, nutmeg, cinnamon spices and a hint of oak. Smooth all the way through, with hints of oak, sherry and raisin on the finish.
Compare at 36.99  
**Sale $29.99**

**El Dorado 12yr. Demerara Rum** 23479
From Guyana, aged 12 years for exceptional smoothness and depth of flavor.
Compare at 36.99  
**Sale $29.99**

**Ron Zacapa 23 yr. Rum** 23825
Aroma of brown sugar, pineapple and banana; medium body, full of dried fruit and a sweet, light smoky oak and molasses finish.
Compare at 46.99  
**Sale $35.99**

---

**Saint Germain Liqueur** 23335
Infused with the essence of elderflowers with crisp flavors of citrus. Wonderful!
Compare at 36.99  
**Sale $31.49**  
**Buy 2 or more for $29.49 each!**

---

**Churchill Extra Dry Gin** 106722
Makes great tasting Gin and Tonics. A real value at this price.
Compare at 16.99  
**Sale $9.99**

**Prairie Gin** _LOCAL_ 105748
A certified organic gin made from corn harvested from family farms in Minnesota.
Compare at 21.99  
**Sale $16.19**

**Gordon’s Gin (1.75 Liter)** 31484
Finest handpicked junipers and special botanicals along with 250 years of experience; what more do you need (except some good tonic!)?
Compare at 19.99  
**Sale $16.59**

**Farmer’s Organic Gin** 100789
A proprietary selection of the finest botanicals including juniper, elderflower, grass, coriander, angelica root, and others. Certified USDA organic.
Compare at 27.99  
**Sale $20.99**

---

**Carolans Irish Cream** 28902
A careful balance of fresh Irish cream and mellow Irish spirits.
Compare at 12.99  
**Sale $9.79**  
**Buy 2 or more for 9.29 each!**

**Capel Pisco** 95380
This Chilean spirit is made of distilled grapes. It has a unique flavor reminiscent of rum and tequila. Substitute Pisco in your favorite rum or tequila cocktail.
Compare at 16.99  
**Sale $12.99**

**Rumple Minze** 111727
The authentic 100 proof schnapps, imported from Germany.
Compare at 18.99  
**Sale $14.49**

**Il Tramonto Limocello** 24029
Classic citrus aromas which follow through to the palate, finishing with the perfect balance of sweetness.
Compare at 16.99  
**Sale $14.79**  
**Buy 3 or more for 12.79 each!**

**Lazzaroni Amaretto** *53934
Authentic Italian Amaretto created by infusing the famous cookies ‘Amaretti di Saronno’ in alcohol. Rated 93 points by the Beverage Testing Institute.
Compare at 20.69  
**Sale $16.99**

**5 Infused Liqueurs** _LOCAL_
Choose from Cranberry-Orange (109780) Lemon-Ginger (109781)  
Compare at 24.99  
**Sale $19.99**

**Amarula** 98753
From the wild Marula fruit an oak aged liqueur is created which is then carefully blended to a rich smoothness with the finest natural cream.
Compare at 22.99  
**Sale $19.99**

---

**Santa Germain Liqueur** 23335
Infused with the essence of elderflowers with crisp flavors of citrus. Wonderful!
Compare at 36.99  
**Sale $31.49**  
**Buy 2 or more for $29.49 each!**

---

**Får North Spirits**

The northernmost distillery in the contiguous United States, Minnesota’s Får North Spirits is one of a handful of authentic field-to-glass estate producers of small-batch, craft-distilled spirits.

- **Solöveig Gin** 106525
  A New American Style Gin leading with thyme and grapefruit peel, with lighter juniper notes. A true field-to-glass spirit made in northern Minnesota.
  Compare at 34.99  
  **Sale $24.99**

- **Gustaf Navy Strength Gin** 109794
  Gustaf’s 11 botanicals (including Meyer lemon, grains of paradise, fennel, coriander and meadowsweet) are individually sorted into unbleached muslin bags and distilled separately, then carefully portioned into the master blend.
  Compare at 36.99  
  **Sale $27.99**
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**Tattersall Gin**

*Citrus aromas complement a captivating balance of juniper, earth and spice.*

- **Regular Price:** $26.79
- **Sale Price:** $23.99

**Tattersall Cranberry Liqueur**

*Made from Great Lakes cranberries and a mix of natural botanicals creating a unique companion to your favorite spirits.*

- **Regular Price:** $26.79
- **Sale Price:** $23.99

**Tattersall Grapefruit Crema**

*Made with a careful balance of flowers and grapefruit zest, it bursts with flavor unlike any other. Use in place of triple sec or Curacao for a delicious twist.*

- **Regular Price:** $26.79
- **Sale Price:** $23.99

---

**Death’s Door Gin**

*Made with organic wheat and wild juniper berries harvested from Washington Island, Wisconsin. A 3 botanical blend of juniper, coriander and fennel.*

- **Regular Price:** $23.99

**J Carver Gin**

*Local* (108014)

- **Regular Price:** $21.99

**Bombay “East” Gin**

- **Regular Price:** $21.99

**Fitzgerald Gin**

*Local* (108028)

- **Regular Price:** $21.99

**Norsem an Gin**

*Local* (107096)

- **Regular Price:** $23.99

---

**Tanqueray No. 10 Gin (Liter)**

*Fresh botanicals and hints of citrus. Complex and rich, Tanqueray 10 is at the heart of every perfect martini.*

- **Regular Price:** $34.99
- **Sale Price:** $26.79

**The Botanist “Islay” Gin**

- **Regular Price:** $30.99

**Nolet Gin**

- **Regular Price:** $32.99

**Tanqueray Bloomsbury Gin (Liter)**

- **Regular Price:** $31.29

**Jim Beam Black Label (Liter)**

*“Aged a full eight years, charcoal filtered and bottled at a full 86 proof. A smoother bourbon than most.”*

- **Regular Price:** $25.99
- **Sale Price:** $21.99

**Lexington Bourbon**

- **Regular Price:** $19.69

**Wild Turkey 101° (Liter)**

- **Regular Price:** $21.99

**Tin Cup American Whiskey**

- **Regular Price:** $23.99

**Knob Creek 9 yr. 100°**

- **Regular Price:** $25.99

**Basil Hayden’s**

- **Regular Price:** $31.99

---

**Hendrick’s Gin**

- **Regular Price:** $21.49

**Gentleman Jack 80°**

- **Regular Price:** $26.49

**High West American Prairie Whiskey**

- **Regular Price:** $29.99

**Michter’s US 1 Bourbon**

- **Regular Price:** $29.99

**Maker’s Mark ‘46**

- **Regular Price:** $29.99

**Four Roses Single Barrel**

- **Regular Price:** $31.99

---

ALL SIZES 750ML UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. SAVE TIME... ORDER ONLINE AT SURDYKS.COM

HUNDREDS MORE SALE ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLINE.
### RYE WHISKEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whiskey</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Willett Potstill Bourbon</td>
<td>$33.79</td>
<td>Beautifully crafted bourbon in an elegant package. Compare at 42.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Wells Bourbon LOCAL</td>
<td>$35.79</td>
<td>Each bottle of our prototype series whiskey is documented with a serial number that has thirteen different elements. Every element is a factor that contributes flavor to a whiskey. Compare at 43.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Dickel Single Barrel</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td>Exclusive bottling for Surdyk’s, this hand selected barrel offering was aged for 9 years and bottled at 103 proof (51.5% ABV). Beautiful whiskey! Compare at 47.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Daniel’s Single Barrel</td>
<td>$31.29</td>
<td>A flavorful and aromatic whiskey. True connoisseurs will appreciate its unusually dark color &amp; distinctively rich taste. Compare at 51.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson Baby Bourbon</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td>It’s made with 100% New York State corn, a true single-grain whiskey. Bottled at 92 proof. Compare at 49.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koval Dry Gin</td>
<td>$41.29</td>
<td>Made with a unique variety of woodlands spices and certified organic. Crisp enough to enjoy straight and of course excellent in cocktails both classic and contemporary. Compare at 36.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koval Bourbon</td>
<td>$31.29</td>
<td>An organic, single barrel bourbon made with a mash bill of at least 51% corn and millet, a gluten-free grain. Compare at 48.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Club Rye</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
<td>Buy 3 or more for 15.99 each!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Turkey Rye 40.5% ABV</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
<td>Vanilla and spice notes complement the bold rye taste. Great for mixing in cocktails. Compare at 23.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Turkey Baby Rye</td>
<td>$21.99</td>
<td>Buy 2 or more for 15.99 each!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redemption Rye</td>
<td>$21.99</td>
<td>Rye spice with light citrus notes. Slight mint garnish makes this great for sipping or mixing in a classic cocktail. 95% rye, 5% barley malt, 92 Proof. Compare at 27.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knob Creek Rye</td>
<td>$23.99</td>
<td>Made with a blend of the finest quality rye to create an extraordinarily smooth yet spicy finish. Compare at 36.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Carver Rye LOCAL</td>
<td>$26.79</td>
<td>Delivers bold, savory, flavors of baking spices and pepper expected of a rye whiskey with a smooth finish softened by the sweetness of corn. Compare at 31.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown Royal Northern Harvest Rye</td>
<td>$26.79</td>
<td>Smooth and spicy flavor profile that can be mixed into traditional rye cocktails, such as the Manhattan or Old Fashioned. Compare at 32.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TEQUILA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tequila</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revelstoke Flavored Whiskies (Liter)</td>
<td>$14.79</td>
<td>Made with all natural ingredients that offers smooth, sweet flavors. Choose from Pecan (107350), Apple (110253), Rootbeer (110103) and Pineapple (110254). Compare at 18.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Turkey American Honey</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
<td>Unmistakable kick with sweet honey that ends in a long and rich finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauza Hornitos Tequilas</td>
<td>$16.79</td>
<td>Hornitos tequilas all made with 100% blue agave. Quite smooth. Choose from Plata (230702), or Reposado (30726). Compare at 23.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ALL SIZES 750ML UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. SAVE TIME...ORDER ONLINE AT SURDYKS.COM HUNDREDS MORE SALE ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLINE.**


**El Tesoro Platinum de Don Felipe**
59527
Crystal clear and exceptionally smooth. Only the sweetest part of the Agave plant goes into El Tesoro Platinum, which makes it perfect for mixing. It is bottled within 24 hours of distillation to capture the freshest Agave flavors.
Compare at 34.99 ................................. Sale $24.99

**Herradura Reposado Tequila** 36442
Full-flavored and smooth enough to make it an enjoyable sipper, it mixes extremely well in the majority of cases.
Compare at 37.99 ................................. Sale $29.99

**Cabo Wabo Reposado Tequila**
107252
100% Weber blue agave, double pot distilled the old fashioned way for a rich, soul warming taste.
Compare at 37.99 ................................. Sale $31.49

**Maestro Dobel’Diamond’ Tequila**
24679
100% blue agave tequila, superiorly smooth due to the taste of aging and the clean look of a silver tequila.
Compare at 41.99 ................................. Sale $33.99

**Casamigos Reposado Tequila**
108668
Comparing aging and the clean look of a silver tequila.
Compare at 46.99 ................................. Sale $39.99

**Don Julio Añejo Tequila**
34405
Barrel aged in smaller batches for eighteen months in American white-oak barrels, creating a wonderfully smooth and rich tasting tequila.
Compare at 47.99 ................................. Sale $39.99

Additional Sale Items:

**Milagro Silver**
12729
Made from 100% estate-grown blue agave Milagro Silver has extraordinary depth and character. Distilled three times for unparalleled smoothness. Compara at 28.99
Sale $21.99

**Milagro Reposado**
12728
Compare at 28.99
Sale $21.99

**Milagro Añejo**
12727
Compare at 44.99
Sale $36.99

**Olmeca ‘Alto’s’ Tequilas**
100% pure premium blue agave from the highlands of Jalisco creates these clean, smooth tasting tequilas. Blanco (107143) and Reposado (107144). Compara at 24.99 ................................. Sale $17.79

**Esperón Tequilas**
Fabulous, award-winning tequilas. Highly regarded at a great value. Blanco (103381) and Reposado (103382).
Compare at 27.99 ................................. Sale $17.99

**1800 Tequilas**
The fastest selling original 100% Agave super-premium tequila in the U.S. is expertly aged and consistently smooth. Choose from Silver (88013), Reposado (56465) or Coconut (103063).
Compare at 23.99 ................................. Sale $19.99

**Sauza Tequilas (1.75 Liter)**
Mix it up right with Sauza! Choose from Blanco (104442), or Gold (95468).
Compare at 24.99 ................................. Sale $19.99

**Corralejo Reposado Tequila**
110668
It is “rested” for four months on three different kinds of oak - French, American and Encino - and represents a highly unique approach to the use of wood for influencing tequila flavor.
Compare at 24.99 ................................. Sale $20.79

**Tequila Bribón Plata**
111739
Crystaline in appearance with aromas of citrus and lime. Savory with slight minerality, jalapeño and white pepper. A hint of sweetness with a smooth finish.
Compare at 31.99 ................................. Sale $21.99

**Black Velvet (1.75 Liter)**
7856
A blend of fine whiskies guaranteeing great quality.
Compare at 17.49 ................................. Sale $14.79

**Canadian Club Classic**
23914
Blended, then aged for 12 years in oak barrels, it has a full, yet smooth character with hints of spice and vanilla.
Compare at 21.99 ................................. Sale $14.99

**Windsor (1.75 Liter)**
51177
A light character and clean flavor lend themselves perfectly to any mixed drink.
Compare at 18.99 ................................. Sale $15.29

**Canadian Club (1.75 Liter)**
22285
Dark yellow, golden tint; medium-light body; reminiscent of apple, peach, smoky butter; creamy, smooth and easy in the finish.
Compare at 22.99 ................................. Sale $16.79

**Pendleton Canadian Whisky**
16404
An oak barrel-aged whisky delivers a smooth taste and a rich, complex flavor.
Compare at 26.99 ................................. Sale $19.99

**Seagram VO (1.75 Liter)**
45062
A signature blend of rare and valuable whiskies none less than eight years old.
Compare at 26.99 ................................. Sale $21.99

**Korbel (L)iter**
10017
Vertical blending from different aged brandies gives a flavor of remarkable character.
Compare at 14.99 ................................. Sale $12.29

**E&J Brandy V.S. (1.75 Liter)**
6957
A remarkably well balanced, smooth tasting brandy for the price.
Compare at 20.99 ................................. Sale $16.99

**Torres Spanish Brandy 10 yr.**
23477
Since 1928, intense aroma, velvety body and smooth palate.
Compare at 26.99 ................................. Sale $19.29

HUNDREDS MORE SALE ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLINE.
Anzac V.S.O.P. 26740
An impeccable tradition of quality and superior taste. A smooth, fullbodied cognac.
Compare at 23.99
Sale $19.99

Asbach Uralt Brandy 6759
German Brandy with a deep golden color, cognac character but fruitier, clean and crisp.
Compare at 25.99
Sale $21.99

Courvoisier V.S.O.P. 8706
Bright, golden amber color, with a smooth, strong, fruity flavor.
Compare at 34.99
Sale $29.11

Pierre Ferrand Ambre 13798
A very lovely delicate yet complex cognac especially for the money.
Compare at 42.99
Sale $31.29
Buy 2 or more for 29.99 each!

Frappin V.S. 105040
Probably too good for the V.S. designation, it’s refined, balanced, full flavored and wonderfully aromatic.
Compare at 44.99
Sale $34.99
Buy 2 or more for 29.99 each!

Larressingle V.S.O.P. Armagnac 8383
It’s supple and fruit-filled, with a rich, smoky bouquet reminiscent of prunes and a lingering, mellow finish.
Compare at 42.99
Sale $35.79

Busnel Calvados V.S.O.P 108696
Distinctive apple flavor and softness, this versatile spirit complements fine cuisine and creative cocktails.
Compare at 49.99
Sale $41.99
– More sale items available online at surdyks.com –

Grant’s Blended Scotch (Liter) 29074
Selected malt whiskies, including reserves from the family’s Glenfiddich and Balvenie warehouses, are skillfully blended with the finest grain whiskies.
Compare at 19.99
Sale $14.99

Cutty Sark Prohibition Edition 106328
This small batch bottling is sweet and salty, with top notes of citrus that are complemented beautifully by toffee, caramels, and spicy pepper.
Compare at 29.99
Sale $19.99
Buy 2 or more for 19.99 each!

Dewar’s Special Reserve 12 yr. 96956
Uniquely balanced and smooth.
Compare at 26.99
Sale $23.99
Buy 2 or more for 22.49 each!

Old Masters Blended Scotch 108951
Fremasons’ Whisky (92 points), Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible 2014
Compare at 32.99
Sale $24.99

The Famous Grouse (1.75 Liter) 55608
The malt whiskies used are from Macallan and Highland Park. Taste for yourself and see.
Compare at 36.99
Sale $31.99
Buy 2 or more for 27.99 each!
– More sale items available online at surdyks.com –

Tomatin 12 yr. 28589
Delicate sherryed style with good grace and no shortage of barley.
Compare at 29.99
Sale $26.99
Buy 2 or more for 24.99 each!

Laphroaig 10yr. 50740
Best-known of the Islay single malts. In addition to its renowned “seaweed” character, it has a fullness and oiliness of body that is prized by devotees.
Compare at 44.99
Sale $35.99
Buy 2 or more for 33.99 each!

Aberlour 12 yr. 20793
Slightly smoky sweet aroma and a full, rich, well rounded flavor. Good mouth feel and a pleasant, slightly peaty finish.
Compare at 44.99
Sale $37.99
Dalwhinnie 15 yr. 62687
Very aromatic and dry, with heathery notes leading to a slight touch of peat. Extremely long finish.
Compare at 59.99 .................................. Sale $45.99
Buy 2 or more for 43.99 each!

Glenlivet French Oak 15 yr. 94963
French Oak Finish is noted for its dry, spicy oakiness.
Compare at 59.99 .................................. Sale $48.99

Oban 14 yr. 62778
A touch of peat and smoke shine through the malty, fruity flavors, with a rich, smooth finish.
Compare at 69.99 .................................. Sale $53.99
Buy 2 or more for 51.99 each!

The Macallan Double Cask 12 yr. 99428
The delicate flavor of American oak - vanilla, citrus and light oak - rises in prominence as the traditional Macallan European oak character of dried fruit, sherry and wood spice affords a familiar back drop. The result is a fresh and approachable style of Macallan, rich in flavor, honeyed and indulgent, with a full, viscous mouth feel.
Compare at 67.99 .................................. Sale $54.99
Buy 2 or more for 51.99 each!

Caol Ila 12 yr. 16693
Pale, golden, and peated. Not as heavy, and remarkably fresh tasting, yet deceptively intense on the finish.
Compare at 65.99 .................................. Sale $54.99

Balvenie ‘Caribbean’ 14 yr. 100414
Characteristics of toffee, vanilla and fruit brings forth a smooth, long lasting finish.
Compare at 64.99 .................................. Sale $57.99
Buy 2 or more for 54.99 each!

Lagavulin 16 yr. 62786
Intense nose of sherry and peat. A huge, embracing finish.
Compare at 82.99 .................................. Sale $67.99
Buy 2 or more for 64.99 each!

—— More sale items available online at surdyks.com ——

Vermouth & Aperitif

Dolin Vermouth
The benchmark for fine vermouth. Dry(102794), Sweet(102795), and Bianco(107649).
Compare at 14.49 .................................. Sale $11.69

Pimm’s Cup #1 58131
A light, refreshing spirit carefully blended from fine liqueurs and full extracts.
Compare at 16.99 .................................. Sale $13.79

Cocchi Vermouth di Torino 111629
With enticing notes of red fruits and orange, it is delicious served on its own with ice, but also makes a great base for Manhattans, Martinez or Negronis.
Compare at 17.99 .................................. Sale $14.29

Metaxa Ouzo 43000
Perfect as an aperitif or after dinner cordial, its anise flavored taste with a hint of licorice, mint and wintergreen lends to its strong, distinctive, cool flavor.
Compare at 16.99 .................................. Sale $14.39

Aperol Aperitivo 20178
A subtle blend of bitter orange, gentian, rhubarb and an array of herbs and roots.
Compare at 22.99 .................................. Sale $17.99
Buy 3 or more for 15.99 each!

Aalborg Taffel Akvavit 110864
A classic Akvavit, it has a lovely caraway, and citrus flavor. Great accompaniment for any dinner occasion.
Compare at 22.99 .................................. Sale $18.99

Campari Aperitivo 16584
Always the perfect aperitif!
Compare at 26.99 .................................. Sale $19.99
Buy 3 or more for 17.99 each!

Lysholm Linie Aquavit 52753
“Stored in sherry casks, this selected blend of spirits, herbs and spices are shipped to Australia and back, crossing the equator or “Linee” twice on its travels.”
Compare at 23.99 .................................. Sale $19.99

Carlsbad Becherovka 97069
An unusual herbal liqueur from the Czech Republic. Dry, not sweet, and regarded as a fine aperitif or digestif.
Compare at 26.99 .................................. Sale $21.99

Fernet Branca 40659
27 herbs picked in 4 continents and aged in oak casks for over a year. Pairs well with sushi!
Compare at 29.99 .................................. Sale $22.99
Buy 2 or more for 21.29 each!

Pernod 31070
Its flavor derives from a distillation of star anise and aromatic plants and herbs.
Compare at 27.99 .................................. Sale $23.79

Ricard 1339
In 1932, Paul Ricard created a natural drink made of star anise, Mediterranean licorice and aromatic plants of Provence.
Compare at 29.99 .................................. Sale $24.79

—— More sale items available online at surdyks.com ——

Sparkling Cosmopolitan 111376

Sparkling Greyhound 111377

Sparkling Moscow Mule 111378

ALL SIZES 750ML UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. SAVE TIME...ORDER ONLINE AT SURDYKS.COM HUNDREDS MORE SALE ITEMS AVAILABLE ONLINE.
Prairie ‘Organic’ Vodka \textit{LOCAL} \\
21993  \\
“Certified Organic”, Prairie is one of the cleanest, freshest tasting, smoothest vodkas around. Also available in Cucumber (105749). \textbf{Compare at 21.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $16.19} \\

\textbf{Reyka Vodka} \hspace{1em} 14763  \\
Made with water drawn from a 4,000 year old lava field and filtered through lava rock, which gives its characteristic Icelandic flavor. \textbf{Compare at 23.79} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $17.99}  \\
\textbf{Buy 3 or more for $16.49 each!} \\

\textbf{Hangar One Vodkas}  \\
A vodka with no harsh alcoholic smell or taste, just soft, beautiful purity. Available in boutique flavors. Original (111570), Kaffir Lime (21918), Mandarin Orange (21919) and Citron (101614). \textbf{Compare at 28.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $19.49}  \\

\textbf{Lukusowa Vodka (1.75 Liter)} \hspace{1em} 57257  \\
This pure potato-based vodka is gluten-free and has faint vanilla and marshmallow notes, and finishes smooth. Enjoy in your favorite cocktails. \textbf{Compare at 23.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $19.49}  \\

\textbf{Skyy Original (1.75 Liter)} \hspace{1em} 2204  \\
It is its exceptional smoothness that has made SKYY the leading domestic premium vodka in the U.S. \textbf{Compare at 25.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $19.99}  \\

\textbf{L’Etoile Du Nord Vodka \textit{LOCAL}} \hspace{1em} 106997  \\
The vodka passes through two stills, 20 rectifying plates and charcoal filtration; the end result is a crisp, uniquely smooth vodka with a subtle sweet flavor. \textbf{Compare at 26.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $20.49}  \\
\textbf{Buy 3 or more for 18.99 each!} \\

\textbf{Norseman Vodka \textit{LOCAL}} \hspace{1em} 106519  \\
Each small batch is handcrafted from beginning to end to create an exquisite spirit. \textbf{Compare at 26.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $20.79}  \\

\textbf{Silver Vodka (1.75 Liter)} \hspace{1em} 20971  \\
Made with pure Minnesota spring water for smoothness. It has a slightly viscous mouthfeel with a sweet creaminess that disappears into a clean, dry finish. \textbf{Compare at 27.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $21.99}  \\

\textbf{Death Door Vodka} \hspace{1em} 104634/108238  \\
A fun lively vodka sure to inspire flavorful cocktails. \textbf{Compare at 34.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $21.99}  \\

\textbf{Grey Goose Luxury Vodkas}  \\
Enjoy the unsurpassed quality of Grey Goose. Available in Original (93526), Citrus (98856), Orange (96134), Cherry (103291), or Pear (21003). \textbf{Compare at 29.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $25.49}  \\
\textbf{Buy 2 or more for 23.49 each!} \\

\textbf{Tattersall Vodka \textit{LOCAL}} \hspace{1em} 109789  \\
Clean and crisp with a hint of sweetness. \textbf{Compare at 27.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $23.99}  \\

\textbf{Ketel One (Liter)} \hspace{1em} 5587  \\
Long family heritage of producing one of the best vodkas in terms of taste, smoothness and clarity. \textbf{Compare at 29.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $24.29}  \\
\textbf{Buy 2 or more for 22.29 each!} \\

\textbf{45th Parallel “Artisan” Vodka \textit{LOCAL}} \hspace{1em} 21538  \\
Artisan premium vodka handcrafted using Midwest grains grown along the 45th parallel. Produced in small batches by a family owned distillery in New Richmond, WI. \textbf{Compare at 32.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $26.79}  \\

\textbf{Stolichnaya Russian Vodka} \hspace{1em} (1.75 Liter) \hspace{1em} 43653  \\
Smooth, soft, clean and refreshing with a delicate finish. \textbf{Compare at 33.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $26.99}  \\
\textbf{Buy 2 or more for 24.49 each!} \\

\textbf{Carpano Antica (Liter)} \hspace{1em} 24394  \\
It is distinguished from other sweet vermouths by its vanilla flavor and aroma. \textbf{Compare at 35.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $28.99}  \\

\textbf{Absente} \hspace{1em} 96051  \\
Pour cool water over a sugar cube into this magical potion and watch for the “Green Fairy.” \textbf{Compare at 35.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $29.99}  \\
\textbf{Skyy Original} \hspace{1em} (1.75 Liter) \hspace{1em} 2204  \\
It is its exceptional smoothness that has made SKYY the leading domestic premium vodka in the U.S. \textbf{Compare at 25.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $19.99}  \\

\textbf{L’Etoile Du Nord Vodka \textit{LOCAL}} \hspace{1em} 106997  \\
The vodka passes through two stills, 20 rectifying plates and charcoal filtration; the end result is a crisp, uniquely smooth vodka with a subtle sweet flavor. \textbf{Compare at 26.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $20.49}  \\
\textbf{Buy 3 or more for 18.99 each!} \\

\textbf{Norseman Vodka \textit{LOCAL}} \hspace{1em} 106519  \\
Each small batch is handcrafted from beginning to end to create an exquisite spirit. \textbf{Compare at 26.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $20.79}  \\

\textbf{Stolichnaya Russian Vodka} \hspace{1em} (1.75 Liter) \hspace{1em} 43653  \\
Smooth, soft, clean and refreshing with a delicate finish. \textbf{Compare at 33.99} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Sale $26.99}  \\
\textbf{Buy 2 or more for 24.49 each!} \\

\textbf{Summer Spirits Sale July 27-August 13, 2017}